.2 Description of the items: Test case, the PDB ID of the assemblies; BP, the best predicted assembly with the lowest average Cα RMSD from the native among 20 GA runs; HS, the highest scoring assembly among 20 GA runs; CPS, the component placement score describing the shift in Å and rotation in degrees needed to superpose the individual predicted components onto their corresponding native components; C1-8 describes the CPS score for the individual components in the assembly along with their chain ID's; a N-terminal residues have been removed in: 1MDA chain H and J (1-31), 2GC7 chain A and E (5-44) and 1TYQ chain G (11-27). 2 N: 9.1, 23.9 Description of the items: Test case, the PDB ID of the assemblies; BP, the best predicted assembly with the lowest average Cα RMSD from the native among 20 GA runs; HS, the highest scoring assembly among 20 GA runs; CPS, the component placement score describing the shift in Å and rotation in degrees needed to superpose the individual predicted components onto their corresponding native components; Component1-8 describes the CPS score for the individual components in the assembly along with their chain ID's. .9 Description of the items: NC, the number of components in the assembly; Test case, the PDB ID of the assemblies; BP, the best predicted assembly with the lowest average Cα RMSD from the native among 20 GA runs; HS, the highest scoring assembly among 20 GA runs; TS, the topology score describing the fraction of components placed correctly; APS, the assembly placement score describing the average shift in Å and rotation in degrees needed to superpose all the predicted components onto their corresponding native components; RMSD, the average Cα RMSD between the predicted components and its corresponding native components; CPS, the component placement score describing the shift in Å and rotation in degrees needed to superpose the individual predicted components onto their corresponding native components; Rank of BP, the rank of the BP among 20 GA predictions based on the fitness function value. Component1-8 describes the CPS score for the individual components in the assembly along with their chain ID's; a N-terminal residues have been removed in: 1MDA chain H and J (1-31), 2GC7 chain A and E (5-44) and 1TYQ chain G (11-27). Description of the items: NC, the number of components in the assembly; Test case, the PDB ID of the assemblies; BP, the best predicted assembly with the lowest average Cα RMSD from the native among 20 GA runs; HS, the highest scoring assembly among 20 GA runs; TS, the topology score describing the fraction of components placed correctly; APS, the assembly placement score describing the average shift in Å and rotation in degrees needed to superpose all the predicted components onto their corresponding native components; RMSD, the average Cα RMSD between the predicted components and its corresponding native components; CPS, the component placement score describing the shift in Å and rotation in degrees needed to superpose the individual predicted components onto their corresponding native components; Rank of BP, the rank of the BP among 20 GA predictions based on the fitness function value. Component1-8 describes the CPS score for the individual components in the assembly along with their chain ID's; a N-terminal residues have been removed in: 1MDA chain H and J (1-31), 2GC7 chain A and E (5-44) and 1TYQ chain G (11-27).
